Complete IV Compatibility provides easy access to proven data to help ensure that accurate IV-compatibility decisions are made at the point of care with confidence.

- Features Trissel’s™ 2, the latest database from the ultimate authority on IV compatibility — Lawrence Trissel, MS, FASHP
- Includes over 3,500 references — more than any other resource available
- Enhances patient safety by pinpointing potentially dangerous compatibility combinations
- Helps clinicians interpret conflicting compatibility results by identifying contributing factors
- Supports confident decisions with multiple studies, including complete information on manufacturer, concentration, stability, and other conditions

### BENEFITS
- Helps clinicians make quick decisions at the point of care
- 5,000 fully referenced articles
- Enhances patient safety by pinpointing potentially dangerous compatibility combinations

### FEATURES
- Clear icons provide quick compatibility results
- 700 parenteral drugs and solutions, including chemotherapy drugs
- More than 60,000 compatibility results
- Compatibility Information for solution, y-site, syringe, admixture, and TPN/TNA
- Allows for either single or multiple drug searches
- Provides the ability to drill down to comprehensive study results
- Word-wheel functionality quickly jumps to matching drug names as you type
- Enhances patient safety by pinpointing potentially dangerous combinations
- Helps clinicians interpret conflicting compatibility results by identifying contributing factors
- Supports confident decisions with multiple studies, including complete information on manufacturer, concentration, stability, and other conditions
Single and Multiple Drug Searches
Complete IV Compatibility allows both single and multiple drug searches. Filter by compatibility type.

Overview Results
Overview results are collapsed into a single, easy-to-read table with a separate tab for each delivery method.

If all study results for the drug combinations are compatible, a Compatible indicator is displayed.

If results from multiple studies differ, the Caution: Variable indicator signals you to drill deeper. Other indicators include Incompatible, Uncertain, and Not Tested.
Detailed Results
You can view full study information from multiple studies, including:
- Concentration
- Manufacturer
- Compatibility results
- Physical compatibility
- Chemical stability
- Method
- Storage
- Container
- Study period

TPN/TNA Information
Complete IV Compatibility also includes hard-to-find Total Parenteral Nutrition (TPN)/Total Nutrient Admixture (TNA) compatibility information. Detailed notes highlight the composition of the TPN tested.
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